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ABSTRACT: Why do some snow crystals have branches with many sidebranches, whereas other crystals have no sidebranches? To answer this question and gain an understanding of other common features of snow crystal branches, a macrostep model of branch growth is proposed. This model is developed using analyses of past experiments and established theoretical relations involving step nucleation, step propagation, macrostep formation, and competition among crystal surface regions for the available vapor. For growth in constant environmental conditions, the model shows that branches should have nearly uniform width and no sidebranches due to a process involving periodic formation of macrosteps on the leading prism faces. The period should be shorter, and thus the branches narrower, when the growth rate is faster. When there is a sudden change to a faster-growth environment, these macrosteps should form closer to the tip and the step nucleation rate should increase, a situation that allows an additional set of macrosteps to originate from each side vertex, causing sidebranches to sprout. The above predictions are shown to agree with a range of observations. When the macrostep model is extended to the fastest growth regime near −14 °C, it can explain several other previously unexplained phenomena including the cause of the apparent tip rounding, why flat faces appear during sidebranch formation, and why growth at the fastest rate in the atmosphere often produces fernlike dendrites with high sidebranch density. Finally, the symmetry in the Nakaya habit diagram at approximately −14 °C is shown to follow from the peak in the prism-face growth rate near this temperature.

Introduction

Because of their intricate patterns and widespread occurrence, snow crystals have long motivated scientific study. Snow crystals also play an important role in meteorology, particularly in the formation of precipitation but also in other atmospheric processes as well. Even so, many of their general features have not been satisfactorily explained at the level of crystal growth surface processes. The purpose here is to describe how the generation and motion of steps on crystal surfaces can explain common features on branched snow crystals, such as features a–j on the dendrite in Figure 1 and features on simpler branched snow crystals such as those in Figure 2. This approach is also used to explain the experimental finding1 that the branch width is narrowest when the crystal grows at a temperature near −14 °C in a water-drop cloud and also the finding that sidebranches can form by increasing the growth rate through either a humidity or temperature change.2−4 Considering the many numerical calculations of dendrite growth (e.g., refs 5−12), the semiquantitative, three-dimensional (3-D) approach here may at first seem unlikely to shed light on the topic. However, unique features of snow crystals are shown here to be important for their growth, whereas even the most detailed numerical models have not treated the unique 3-D growth features of snow crystals. For example, the 2-D numerical modeling of snow crystals by Yokoyama and Kuroda5 could reveal the detailed process of branch formation, but the branches only weakly resembled those of real snow crystals. The reason for the weak resemblance in that study and other numerical modeling studies is probably related to the lack of two important processes: step (i.e., layer) nucleation on prism faces and the large vapor sink on the branch backsides, both of which have key roles in the theory described here. Hence, the relatively simple 3-D approach in this paper may be useful not only for giving relatively simple
explanations of inherently complex crystallization features but also for identifying the relevant processes that should be included in more detailed numerical studies. Moreover, step nucleation is not the only important growth process; this paper also describes the importance of macrostep formation and the growth of noncrystallographic regions on branch backsides. Taken together, these processes can explain branch growth and sidebranching in snow crystals.

Definitions

The basic ice crystal shape is a hexagonal prism with basal faces \{0001\} on top and bottom and six prism faces \{10\overline{1}0\} around the sides (Figure 3a). Here, basal and prism faces mean macroscopically flat, stepped surfaces (vicinals) with orientations that are practically indistinguishable from basal or prism orientations. When the surrounding temperature is between about \(-12\) and \(-18\) °C and the supersaturation exceeds several percent, this basic shape can only exist when the crystal is small; when the crystal exceeds a certain size, it grows into a six-branched crystal, as sketched in the sequence of Figure 3b–f. Each branch points in an \(a\)-axis direction between adjacent prism faces. Most branches are idealized here as being bound by a top basal face, two leading prism faces on either side of the leading vertex (i.e., outermost tip), two parallel side prism faces, and a tapered, largely noncrystallographic backside that is thinner near the tip than it is near the center of the crystal. Visible ribs often run along some of the growth directions, whereas some lines are parallel to the prism faces. These and other features are marked on the crystals in Figure 2. On dendritic crystals, sidebranches sprout from the side vertex of a branch and then grow along an \(a\)-axis. The growth rate \(R\) and growth direction of each face are defined to be normal to the surface (Figure 4a). Finally, the names of the crystal forms are from Magono and Lee\(^{17}\) (ML): “sector plates” are crystals with wide sectorlike (i.e., pie-slice shape) branches (Plb in ML); “broad branch crystals” also have wide branches, but the side faces are roughly parallel and longer (Plc); “stellar crystals” have long, narrow branches (Pld); “dendrites” are crystals with sidebranches (Ple); and “fernlike dendrites” have a high density of sidebranches (P1f). Some variations to these forms are discussed later.

Background Theory and Assumptions

Snow crystals grow while falling through an environment containing water vapor, air, and supercooled water drops. As such, growth may be influenced by vapor diffusion, heat conduction, ventilation, impurities, and collisions or near collisions from water drops.\(^{18}\) In addition, their growth is greatly affected by surface processes.\(^{19–22}\) However, as the goal here is to determine the mechanisms of branch growth and sidebranch formation, we include only vapor diffusion and surface processes because these processes have the largest influence on growth. The surface processes are likely influenced by the surface disorder that has been partly revealed experimentally,\(^{23}\) nevertheless, studies\(^{20–22}\)
show that the surface steps on ice follow the general predictions from the relatively simple surface diffusion theory in Burton, Cabrera, and Frank, hereafter BCF. As a result, we assume that surface diffusion of ad-molecules to steps occurs but do not make any specific assumptions about surface structure or the migrating species. Finally, although several researchers have suggested that migration of ad-molecules from one face to another can significantly influence the growth shapes, this process will be neglected because it appears to have little influence on growth for the conditions considered here.

Each point on a crystal face advances normal to itself at rate $R(i)$, where the face is labeled with index $i$. BCF showed that this rate is generally less than that given by the “linear law” in which the growth rate at point $x$ on the face is proportional to the local vapor supersaturation at the surface $\alpha_s(i,x)$. (In reference to the vapor, “at the surface” means at a distance of the vapor mean-free path from the surface.) The linear law holds for surfaces with a high density of steps in which the ad-molecule desorption rate has the equilibrium value. This occurs when the step spacing $y$ is significantly less than the ad-molecule migration distance $x_s$ and the surface generally appears curved. In the BCF surface diffusion model, the fractional reduction in growth rate from the linear law ($R/R_1$ in BCF), now called the condensation coefficient $\alpha$, is inversely related to $y/x_s$.

Figure 3. Development of ice crystal (a) into a six-branched snow crystal (f). In (a), steps nucleate at A and C (front view of prism face at right), then spread fastest along the edges before closing in on the center. Crystal in (b) has a step-clumping region (SCR) in each prism face center, which expands as the crystal grows (c) to (e). [To fit on the page, crystal sizes are scaled back as growth proceeds in (a) to (f).] In (d), the SCR cuts the prism—prism edges to form the two-level structure, which develops further to divide each level into six main branches (e). In (f), the branches on the bottom level grow in the direction of the basis vectors $a_i$. Sketches are based on observations and similar sketches in refs 14 and 15. The branch width $w$ is often nonuniform, and the branch thickness varies from point to point as discussed in the text. In this example, the bottom had a slightly greater vapor supersaturation than the top, so steps did not nucleate at B and D in (a) and the bottom-level branches grew faster than the top-level branches.
However, the steps must first be created on a face, and at this special point (or points), the step-source point, the value of \( y/x_s \) and hence \( \alpha \) depends on both the local supersaturation at the step source \( \sigma_{ss}(i) \) and the step-formation mechanism. The flatness of most basal and prism surface orientations suggests that their step densities are not high enough for the linear law, and thus \( R(i) \) should depend nonlinearly on \( \sigma_{ss}(i) \). But, unlike the pure-vapor case in BCF, the vapor supersaturation varies along snow crystal surfaces and has a maximum \( \sigma_{ss}(i) \) at the step source on a corner of each face. Also, the values of \( \sigma_{ss}(i) \) are less than the supersaturation far from the crystal \( \sigma_{A} \) because each growing surface region locally depletes the surrounding air of vapor molecules. (Because of vapor supersaturation gradients in the air around the crystal, the nonlinear relation between \( R \) and \( \sigma_{ss} \) is difficult to test directly; nevertheless, experiments on ice in a pure vapor environment\textsuperscript{30–32} and modeling of snow crystal growth\textsuperscript{5,28,33,38} support this nonlinear assumption.) In short, snow crystal growth involves a nonlinear response of each face to the local conditions, supersaturation gradients along, and normal to, each face, and competition for vapor among the various surface regions.

Although this paper mainly uses general arguments involving the above quantities, it is useful to refer to their theoretical relationships. Thus, the equations and definitions that will be referred to throughout the paper were put together for easy reference below.

\[
R(i) = k_1 \alpha(i,x)\sigma_s(i,x) = k_1 \alpha_s(\sigma_{ss}(i))\sigma_{ss}(i) \quad (1)
\]

\[
\alpha_s(\sigma_{ss}(i)) \leq \sigma_s(i,x')/\sigma_{ss}(i) \quad (2)
\]

\[
\sigma(r) = \sigma_{A} - k_2 \sum_i R(i)A_i h(r) \quad (3)
\]

with

- \( \alpha(i,x) \): reduction of growth rate at \( x \) on face \( i \) from the linear law; ranges from 0 to 1
- \( \sigma_{ss}(i,x) \): vapor supersaturation (fractional deviation from equilibrium) at point \( x \) on face \( i \) (\( \sigma \) in BCF)
- \( \alpha_s(\sigma_{ss}(i)) \): \( \alpha \) value at the step source on face \( i \); is highly nonlinear in \( \sigma_{ss} \) when \( i \) is a prism face
- \( \sigma_{ss}(i) \): vapor supersaturation at the step source on face \( i \); is the maximum \( \sigma_{ss}(i,x) \) on the face
$\sigma_A$: ambient (far-field) vapor supersaturation; is $\approx 0.13$–0.18 for most conditions considered here

$\sigma(r)$: vapor supersaturation at any point $r$ outside of the crystal; equals $\sigma_s$ at the surface

$A_i$: area of face $i$

$h_j(r)$: solution of diffusion equation for unit flux to face $i$; decreases with distance from the center of face $i$

$x_j$: mean displacement of ad-molecules on prism face; is expected to be $\approx 0.1\text{–}1 \mu$m for ice.\textsuperscript{25,31}

$y(x)$: step spacing at $x$; is largest at the step source

$\alpha_{fy}$ relation: on a face, $y(x)$ is relatively small at $x$ where $\alpha_s(i,x)$ is relatively small

In the left equality of eq 1, the values of $\alpha$ and $\sigma_s$ individually depend on position $x$ on the face, but their product does not. (The value of $k_1$ is given in the appendix.) In particular, the equality holds at the step-source position on the face, which is the second equality in eq 1. The reason that the growth rate is uniform, that is, the same everywhere on the face, is because the steps slow down in low-$\sigma_s$ regions and, as a result, get closer together. Where the steps are closer, the surface captures more ad-molecules and thus $\alpha$ is larger.\textsuperscript{5,15,37,38}

This important relation between $\alpha_s$ and $y$ is hereafter called the “$\alpha_{fy}$ relation”. Equation 2 follows from the second equality of eq 1 and the limitation that $\alpha$ cannot exceed unity. This equation is useful because it means that the face remains intact [i.e., has uniform $R(i)$] between the step source and the edge of the face at $x'$. Finally, we will refer to eq 3 to estimate whether the growth on some face $j$ significantly affects growth on some other face $k$. This is done by evaluating the relative magnitude of term $j$ at the point of the face $k$. At distances exceeding the size of face $j$, the function $h_j(r)$ decreases roughly in inverse proportion to the distance from face $j$ to point $r$. ($k_2$ is positive,\textsuperscript{28,33,34} but its value is not needed here.) To make the system of equations complete, one must describe how the condensation coefficient of each face depends on the local supersaturation [i.e., $\alpha_s(\sigma_s(i))]$. These important relations are described next. In the rest of the paper, the face index $i$ will be dropped when either the face under discussion is obvious or the discussion applies to all faces.

The functional dependence $\alpha_s(\sigma_{in})$ is largely determined by the step-formation mechanism. For snow crystals, these mechanisms are still being debated,\textsuperscript{38} and new mechanisms have recently been proposed.\textsuperscript{40,41}

Nevertheless, for the temperature range in which branched crystals grow, a general understanding of the step-formation mechanisms for the basal and prism faces has emerged. The basal faces likely grow by the spiral step mechanism in which $\sigma_s \sim \sigma_{in}$ with $n = 0, 1,$ or 2 (refs 41, 24, and 42, respectively). The important feature of this mechanism is that growth occurs at all supersaturations, but it is slower than the step-nucleation mechanism at high supersaturations.\textsuperscript{33,44} For the prism faces, experiments\textsuperscript{25,31,45} modeling,\textsuperscript{28,38} and general observations\textsuperscript{15,46–48} indicate that both spiral step sources and step nucleation can supply steps to each prism face when the crystal is small or the supersaturation is below a few percent. At larger sizes and higher supersaturations, which is the case of interest here, step nucleation is thought to provide the main source of steps.\textsuperscript{28,35,36,48} Although steps being nucleated on growing snow crystals have not been observed directly and spiral steps might have a non-negligible influence on growth in some cases, step nucleation will be the assumed growth mechanism for the prism faces on the branches because previous studies have shown that the mechanism is useful for explaining many observed features of snow crystals.

The key feature of step nucleation is its extreme nonlinearity. For snow crystals, the rate is predicted to increase roughly as $exp[-4\alpha(\sigma_{cr})]$, where $\sigma_{cr}$ is the critical supersaturation $\sigma_{cr}$ (refs 28 and 48). On the prism face, $\sigma_{cr}$ is about 0.004 for the temperatures considered here, although it may increase below $-15$ °C (ref 70). One consequence of the rapid rise in nucleation rate is that, in the quasi-periodic regime of $\sigma_{ns} > \sigma_{cr}$, steps repeatedly nucleate at the highest supersaturation point or points on the surface.\textsuperscript{48}

The nucleation process actually responds to the ad-molecule supersaturation (labeled $\sigma_s$ in BCF), a quantity that is depleted to the equilibrium value (i.e., 0) at the steps and approaches the local value of $\sigma_s$ at distances exceeding $x_s$ from the step. This is the reason that the steps are nucleated quasi-periodically at the highest-$\sigma_s$ points; moreover, due to both the lower $\sigma_s$ and closer steps away from the highest-$\sigma_s$ points, steps should rarely nucleate anywhere else. Furthermore, because the nucleation rate rises so rapidly with $\sigma_s$, steps generated at the highest-$\sigma_s$ points will eventually overtake those that are nucleated anywhere else. Except in the initial growth period of the prism faces, in which all four corners of a face can be equivalent, the prism faces likely have just one point on the face with the highest surface supersaturation. For these reasons, we assume that each prism face on a branch has only one step source. This is an important assumption.

### Branch Formation

The use of these equations and the various assumptions are illustrated by applying them to the initial stages of snow crystal growth. In Figure 3a, the maximum supersaturation is at corners of the prism face,\textsuperscript{38} so nucleation occurs at corners $A-2D^{15,50,51}$ (or some subset of these points if vapor asymmetries exist). In the sketch, the new steps spread fastest along the edges where $\sigma_s$ is relatively high, and then they slow down and converge on the face center where $\sigma_s$ is lower. When the crystal grows in Figure 3b, the face areas $A$, increase, thus increasing the difference in $\sigma_s$ across the face. From the $\alpha_{fy}$ relation, the steps become closer in the center. At some size, eq 2 is violated, that is, $\sigma_s > \sigma_{cr}$, and the steps clump together in the center, forming a pit.\textsuperscript{5,15,33,38,46} (Some authors call this a “facet instability”, “morphological instability”, or “facet bending”.) The edge of the pit has a steep wall of clumped-up steps, hereafter a step-clumping region (SCR) or macrostep. As the face grows, the SCR boundary usually expands outward,\textsuperscript{53} as in Figure 3c, and eventually reaches the prism–prism edge, thus cutting the crystal into two levels in Figure 3d. This sketch shows the familiar star-shaped pattern in the interior of many snow crystals. With further increase in size, the SCR
reaches the basal-prism edge in the middle, causing one or both levels to sprout six branches (Figure 3e). The example here also shows that fast-growing faces have at least one edge that is defined by an SCR; thus, an increase in crystal size or a change in conditions may cause the SCR to quickly adjust its position. Another important feature is the slight thickening of the prism face near the leading edge because this will later be shown to generate the main rib.

When both levels sprout six branches, slight asymmetries in the environment will cause the branch on the top or bottom level to grow further than the other, thus causing the shorter branch to remain stunted. In general, the stunted branches can be on either level, in Figure 2a, three are on top and three are on bottom, and in Figure 2b all six appear to be on one level. As the branch grows, the slightly thicker prism face region at the tip leaves a “track” in its wake, hereafter called the main rib. This rib shows that the branches grew along an a-axis. Strict adherence to these growth directions occur due to the equal rate of step nucleation at the leading vertex on both prism faces.

**Branch Growth**

**Initial Branch Size.** The initial width of a branch is largely determined by the ice crystal size when the branches first sprout. This size can be estimated from eq 2 as follows. Violation of eq 2 ($\alpha_s > \alpha_f/\alpha_m$) indicates the break-up of a face by the formation of an SCR and thus is the first stage of branch formation. Other things being equal, this should occur at a smaller face size when $\alpha_s$ is larger because $\alpha_s$ can decrease only very slightly from the vertex value $\alpha_sB$ before $\alpha(i,x)$ saturates at unity and the steps clump into an SCR. For a fixed gradient in $\alpha_s$ across a face, a small decrease in $\alpha_s$ between the vertex and the SCR implies a small face. Hence, fast-growing faces, which have relatively large $\alpha_s$, should be relatively small. It follows that crystals originating in environmental conditions that produce fast growth go through a sequence like Figure 3a–f at a smaller size and thus have narrower branches initially. In agreement with this prediction, Yamashita’s experiments on snow crystal growth in a water droplet cloud14 showed that the maximum crystal dimension at the stage of Figure 3b is about 50–100 μm at $-13$ °C and about 10–30 μm in the faster-growing temperature regime of $-14$ to $-16$ °C.

**Interior Markings.** The main rib “MR” and side ribs “SR” in Figure 2 are common interior markings on the backside of snow crystal branches. Point $a$ in Figure 1 also shows side ribs that terminate at the side vertex, and point e shows a side rib that becomes the main rib of a sidebranch. Frank discussed the initial formation of the main rib and the growth of the main rib normal to the backside,15,46 but a mechanism by which ribs propagate with the vertices and form on new vertices has not been given. A plausible mechanism is as follows. The face region near a prism–prism edge on a leading face should be thicker if it has a local maximum in $\alpha_s$ because steps must travel further along the edge before clumping (as sketched in Figure 5c). In fact, any convex vertex should have a local maximum in $\alpha_s$ because it slightly sticks out into the vapor. This means that the backside near the leading faces should be slightly thicker right behind all convex vertices, including the leading edge and side edges. These thicker regions should remain, and even grow, after the face advances, thus leaving behind a rib as a “track” of the thick face region on the advancing face. Therefore, even if the rib on the backside is initially only a slight protrusion, as in the right side of Figure 4a, it can become thicker and slightly wider as it grows due to locally high vapor deposition to protruding areas. Also, due to the local vapor sink on the rib, trenches develop in the vapor-depleted region on both sides of the rib, which tend to highlight the ribs.15 But, despite the effective roughness of these features, their growth is not rapid because they are within a relatively large area of growing surface.

Despite the local supersaturation maximum at the side vertex, the main vertex has the highest $\alpha_s$ on the leading faces. This “overall” maximum is regarded as a simple consequence of the main vertex being the furthest from the crystal center. (Support for this claim is the observation that the leading prism faces on both sides of the main vertex grow at the same rate.14,48) Therefore, referring to Figure 4b, there is a local minimum on the leading faces such that $\alpha_s(A) > \alpha_s(C) > \alpha_s(B)$ and the resulting vapor density should look like that in the drawing. This minimum will play a major role in the branch features described in later sections.

In addition to the ribs, “cross ribs”, or lines parallel to the leading face occur, as marked CR in Figure 2. According to the crystal dissections by Nakaya and Yamazaki,16 some of these lines protrude from the backside, much like the main and side ribs. The cross ribs might initially arise by a slight thickening or thinning of the leading faces during fluctuations in the cloud conditions, a mechanism that can explain their positions being about the same on all branches. As argued later, the branch width should also respond to changes in cloud conditions, so the cross ribs may be linked to changes in branch width in some cases. Some evidence for the latter is the line at point $h$ in Figure 1. Still, the source of the cross ribs remains unclear.

**Uptake of Vapor on the Backside.** Branch section profiles16 and photomicrographs strongly suggest that the backsides are largely composed of noncrystallographic orientations. If so, these relatively large-area, rough regions should grow according to the linear law and thus capture a relatively large amount of water molecules. This implication is supported by measurements of crystal growth rates and total mass uptake1 as follows. The mass uptake ($dn/dt)_m$ equals the sum of the area of each surface region times the growth rate $C_s$ for 87% of the total mass uptake. The growth rates $C_s$ are within a relatively large area of growing surface. This minimum will play a major role in the branch features described in later sections. Therefore, referring to Figure 4b, there is a local minimum on the leading faces such that $\alpha_s(A) > \alpha_s(C) > \alpha_s(B)$ and the resulting vapor density should look like that in the drawing. This minimum will play a major role in the branch features described in later sections.
have the curious property that their external dimensions are controlled by the growth of flat faces whereas their total mass is dominated by growth to the rough regions. Moreover, as these major mass sinks are adjacent to the leading and side faces, the growth rates on these faces must be significantly reduced by the presence of the backsides, particularly when the branches are wide.

**Macrostep Branch Growth Mechanism.** Observations of branch widths present a puzzle. According to the step-nucleation mechanism, the growth rate of the side face \( R(\text{CD}) \) (Figure 4) is governed by \( \alpha_s(C) \), which, judging from its distance from the crystal center, is probably nearly equal to \( \alpha_s(A) \). Thus, if a main branch grows with complete leading and side faces, the leading faces should continue to widen at rate \( R(\text{CD}) \) during growth, eventually becoming very wide. Indeed, wide branches are common on sector plates, which grow slower than the other branched crystals. However, by such reasoning, the longest branches should be the widest. Instead, the opposite occurs: observations show that the longest branches are the narrowest. For example, at an ambient temperature of \(-14.4 \, ^\circ C\), the branch length is nearly 580 \( \mu m \) after 10-min of growth, the longest of all crystals and more than twice that of the crystal at \(-16.8 \, ^\circ C\). Yet the branch width at \(-14.4 \, ^\circ C\) is at most 80 \( \mu m \), less than half that at \(-16.8 \, ^\circ C\) and less than that at all other temperatures (Table 2).

The only previous attempt to explain narrow branch growth appears to be that of Mason et al.\(^\text{25}\) They suggested that growth steps from the tip spread outward and bunch together due to some random perturbation at a distance of \( \sim 10 \alpha_s \) from the tip. A rapid succession of such bunched steps, each new one starting before the last one is “complete” was argued to produce narrow branches. In contrast to their explanation, random perturbations are not needed for the mechanism described here because SCRs must form where \( \alpha \) rises to unity. Moreover, the mechanism proposed here can also be used to examine the rib structure and side-branching.

A solution to the branch width puzzle follows from the processes sketched in Figure 5. Growth of the leading face is generated by step nucleation at the rate controlled by \( \alpha_s \) at \( A \), the step source [i.e., \( \alpha_{ss}(AC) \)]. At time \( t_1 \), steps at \( A \) flow toward \( C \), but, in doing so, they pass through the \( \alpha_s \)-minimum at \( B \) (Figure 5b, top), which, by the \( \alpha_s/\gamma \) relation, has the smallest step spacing on the face (Figure 5c). As the side face grows, the leading face widens and, just like the face in Figure 3a,b, steps eventually clump at \( B \). But instead of a pit forming, the SCR becomes a macrostep because the
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**Figure 5.** Macrostep model of branch growth for nearly constant growth conditions. (a) Branch perimeters at a succession of times \( t_1 < t_2 < t_3 < t_4 \). (b) At \( t_1 \), point \( B \) is the \( \alpha_s \)-minimum on the leading face, as sketched in the top plot of \( \alpha_s \). The bottom plot applies to times from \( t_2 \) to \( t_4 \). (c) Steps are generated at \( A \), flow toward \( C \), but slow and cluster near \( B \) due to the lower supersaturation there, and then spread out as they speed up toward \( C \). Step motion is fastest along the leading, side, and face edges. Solid circles are step-nucleation sites. (d) Macrostep that developed at \( B \) at time \( t_2 \), produced a new side vertex \( \text{C'} \) while reversing the step flow between \( \text{D'} \) and \( \text{E'} \). The inside corner \( \text{C'D'E'} \) effectively vanishes at \( t_4 \). Then, the cycle repeats, with each new macrostep generating new side ribs that are shown as thick gray lines in (a).
steps flow from $A$ only. (The macrostep fronts are usually sketched here and elsewhere as flat, although they may initially be curved.) At times $t_2$ and $t_3$, the macrostep develops into a new side face $CD'$ with an inside corner at $D'$, so there is also a new, narrower leading face $A'C'$ and a small section of the former leading face $D'E'$. However, the step flow on face region $D'E'$ has changed because the macrostep-generated face $CD'$ is a barrier that prevents steps from $A'$ from reaching $E'$. Therefore, the steps on $D'E'$ should come from the vertex at $E'$, a reversal of the previous situation (Figure 5d). This change should change the side rib direction from being less than $60^\circ$ to being nearly $60^\circ$. (As with the main vertex, the growth direction of a vertex such as $E'$ is along an $a$-axis when the step source is very nearly the same point for adjacent prism faces.) Points “SR” in Figure 6a show this change of direction of the side ribs. Initially, $C'$ is near a $c_s$-minimum on $A'C'$. But after growing a bit, it should become a local maximum like the original $C$. Hence, the step flow between $A'$ and $C'$ becomes just like that of the former $A$ and $C$, the step flow between $C'$ and $D'$ becomes just like that of $C$ and $D$, and a new side rib develops (Figure 5d). The new supersaturation profile is in Figure 5b, bottom. The side face $E'F'$ grows by step nucleation according to the $c_s$ value at $E'$; however, the new leading face has surged ahead, leaving $E'$ in a region of lower supersaturation. As $c_s$ is super-sensitive to $\alpha_s$, the growth rate of $E'F'$ slows considerably; that is, the side face hardly advances. Meanwhile, at times up to $t_4$, the new region of side face $C'D'$ grows at the rate determined by $\alpha_s$ at $C'$ and thus fills out the inside corner $C'D'E'$. Now the situation is the same as that in the beginning, so the process repeats. The result is that the sides of the branch grow much more slowly than the leading faces, resulting in branches that can be much longer than wide. Thus, even though faces advance by single steps, the growth features are largely

---

Table 1. Face Growth Rates and Mass Uptakes* of Snow Crystals with Insignificant Sidebranch Development after 10 min of Growth in a Cloud Containing 0.1 g m$^{-3}$ of Supercooled Liquid Water

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T$ [°C]</th>
<th>$R(P)$</th>
<th>$R(AC)$</th>
<th>$R(CD)$</th>
<th>$R(0001)$</th>
<th>(dm/dt)$_{AC}$</th>
<th>(dm/dt)$_{CD}$</th>
<th>$f_r$</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$-13.3$</td>
<td>$0.50$</td>
<td>$0.43$</td>
<td>$0.10$</td>
<td>$0.0074$</td>
<td>$13.7$</td>
<td>$3.10$</td>
<td>$0.77$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-14.0$</td>
<td>$0.59$</td>
<td>$0.51$</td>
<td>$0.085$</td>
<td>$0.0067$</td>
<td>$19.4$</td>
<td>$3.23$</td>
<td>$0.83$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-14.4$</td>
<td>$0.97$</td>
<td>$0.84$</td>
<td>$0.067$</td>
<td>$0.0063$</td>
<td>$21.3$</td>
<td>$2.91$</td>
<td>$0.86$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-16.0$</td>
<td>$0.53$</td>
<td>$0.48$</td>
<td>$0.10$</td>
<td>$0.0068$</td>
<td>$13.3$</td>
<td>$1.70$</td>
<td>$0.87$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-16.8$</td>
<td>$0.47$</td>
<td>$0.41$</td>
<td>$0.16$</td>
<td>$0.0066$</td>
<td>$7.08$</td>
<td>$1.14$</td>
<td>$0.84$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* Based on data in ref 1. The crystal growth speeds $R(P)$ and $R(0001)$ are in $\mu$m s$^{-1}$, and mass uptakes (dm/dt)$_{AC}$, in kg s$^{-1}$, are interpolations from their own measurements as listed in their Table 2. Growth speeds $R(AC)$ are deduced from $R(P)$; $R(CD)$ equals $w/2$ from the images divided by the growth time. The mass uptakes of all faces (dm/dt)$_{CD}$ are estimated from the face growth rates and estimated face areas. The “rough fraction” $f_r$ is the fraction of mass uptake not occurring on faces (dm/dt)$_{CD}$/(dm/dt)$_{AC}$. The largest uncertainties are the thicknesses of the prism faces, which have not been measured. This calculation assumed that the thickness decreased linearly with distance from the crystal center, ranging from $c$ at the crystal center to zero at the primary vertex. Effectively, this meant that that leading prism faces were less than 1 $\mu$m at $-14.4$ °C and more than 1 $\mu$m at $-16.8$ °C. °Face labels $P, AC, CD, and 0001$ are defined in Figure 4a. °Mass $m$ was determined by melting the crystal and measuring the diameter of the liquid drop. °This is a slight underestimate due to an overestimate of the face area on the branches.

Table 2. Branch and Crystal Dimensions* of Snow Crystals with Insignificant Sidebranch Development after 10 min of Growth in a Cloud Containing 0.1 g m$^{-3}$ of Supercooled Liquid Water

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>$T$ [°C]</th>
<th>$\sigma_h$</th>
<th>$d$</th>
<th>$w_{max}$</th>
<th>$w$</th>
<th>$dlw_{max}$</th>
<th>$c$</th>
<th>type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$-13.3$</td>
<td>$0.139$</td>
<td>$303$</td>
<td>$156$</td>
<td>$12$</td>
<td>$1.9$</td>
<td>$9.5$</td>
<td>broad branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-14.0$</td>
<td>$0.147$</td>
<td>$357$</td>
<td>$137$</td>
<td>$10$</td>
<td>$2.6$</td>
<td>$8.1$</td>
<td>broad branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-14.4$</td>
<td>$0.151$</td>
<td>$580$</td>
<td>$80$</td>
<td>$&lt;80$</td>
<td>$7.2$</td>
<td>$7.3$</td>
<td>stellar</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-16.0$</td>
<td>$0.169$</td>
<td>$316$</td>
<td>$170$</td>
<td>$125$</td>
<td>$1.9$</td>
<td>$8.4$</td>
<td>broad branch</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$-16.8$</td>
<td>$0.179$</td>
<td>$281$</td>
<td>$195$</td>
<td>$195$</td>
<td>$1.4$</td>
<td>$9.6$</td>
<td>sector plate</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

* On the basis of data in ref 1. Except for the maximum branch width $w_{max}$ the values are averages of all six branches from photographs $g$–$k$ in Figure 1 of ref 1. Units are in $\mu$m. The crystal thicknesses $2c$ are interpolations from data in their Table 2. °Shown in Figure 6a. °Shown in Figure 6b.

Figure 6. Broad branch and stellar crystals grown in a vertical supercooled cloud wind tunnel for 10 min. The liquid water content was 0.1 g m$^{-3}$, and conditions were nearly constant. The images are from Figures 1h and 1i in ref 1 but are reproduced and enlarged from the original photographs supplied by T. Takahashi. The broad branch crystal in (a) grew at $-14.0$ °C. Lines are drawn parallel to the main rib MR, two side grooves SG, and a side rib SR. The angle $\theta_{SR}$ is $62^\circ$ for one SG and $64^\circ$ for the other. The angle $\theta_{SR}$ is $56^\circ$. The black circle is probably a water droplet that froze to the surface. The much-faster-growing stellar crystal in (b) grew at $-14.4$ °C. In the dense side-rib/side-groove region, the angle $\theta_{SG}$ is $69^\circ$, whereas the side rib on the band has $\theta_{SR}$ is $57^\circ$. The sharp points at the tips of (b) are from accidental evaporation of the face side of the branch tips before obtaining the image. (The rib on the backside was apparently submerged in oil during a brief period of evaporation.) The growth rates and dimensions of these crystals are in Tables 1 and 2.
due to macrosteps. For this reason, the model is called the macrostep model.

Another prediction from the macrostep model is that a notch should form at \( D' \) (Figure 5d). For the same reason that the prism faces are slightly thicker at convex corners (e.g., points \( A, C, A', C', E' \), the minimum in supersaturation at \( D' \) should produce a locally thinner face. Indeed, this supersaturation may be particularly low and drop rapidly at \( D' \) because \( CD'D'E' \) forms an inside corner in which \( D' \) is depleted of vapor from the two adjacent faces. Thus, a pronounced “notch” may form at \( D' \). As faces \( CD'D' \) and \( D'E' \) advance, this notch should leave a trailing groove in its wake, just as the convex vertices leave a rib. Apparent examples of such “side grooves” are marked “SG” in Figures 2a and 6a. Figure 1 also seems to have a side groove near \( g \). These side grooves should differ from side ribs in two ways: one, the angle between them and the main rib should be greater than 60° because the new side-face \( C'D' \) will grow faster than \( D'E' \), and the side grooves should be longer than the side ribs because \( D' \) is at a \( \alpha \)-minimum from the very start of the macrostep formation.

Each time a macrostep forms, the resulting new vertex \( C' \) produces another side rib and the inside corner \( D' \) produces another side groove. Thus, the branch should have a sequence of side ribs and side grooves along each branch. Indeed, photomicrographs of long narrow branches show such features. Figure 1 (e.g., c) and Figure 6 show several examples, and Bentley and Humphreys, hereafter BH, has many other examples including images 129:2:2, 135:4:3, 141:2:2, 142:4:3, 143:1:3, 151:2:3, which are labeled as page number/row number/column number.

Branch Width Versus Growth Rate. Because of the highly nonlinear dependence of step nucleation to supersaturation, fast-growing branches should be significantly narrower than slow-growing branches. The argument is as follows.

The step spacing at the main vertex decreases with an increase of \( \alpha \), and thus a relatively fast-growing branch has a relatively large value of \( \alpha \) and consequently a small step spacing at the tip. By the same argument as that used to explain why narrow initial branches form at high growth rates, the macrostep will form closer to the main vertex at high growth rates. If the macrostep forms closer to the tip, the side vertex \( C \) (Figure 5) gets left behind in a lower supersaturation while it has a narrower width and thereafter grows much slower than the tip. Therefore, this macrostep model can explain one of the motivating puzzles: why the narrowest branches occur at the fastest growth rates. In addition, the macrostep model predicts that narrow branches have more closely spaced side ribs than wide branches, a prediction that is well supported by observation, for example, in the images in Figure 6.

Rib and Groove Angles. The relation between rib angle and step-source position was previously analyzed for a frost crystal, and the relation between the groove and sidebranch positions has been discussed for the case of melt-grown dendrites. Here, we examine both phenomena on snow crystals.

As we have seen, the angle between a given side rib or a side groove and the main rib reflects the relative growth rates between the faces on either side of the side rib or groove. Moreover, these relative growth rates, and thus angles, can change when the step source for a face moves to a new position. For the broad-branch crystal in Figure 6a, the side grooves (SG) are slightly more than 60° from the main rib (MR), whereas the side rib (SR) is slightly less than 60°. Moreover, several side ribs bend, a feature that was predicted to occur when the step source moved to the side vertex after a macrostep formed. In the stellar crystal of Figure 6b, the numerous, short side ribs have angles that exceed 60°, which appears to contradict the above discussion. However, in this case, the side ribs and side grooves are so close together that they can strongly influence each other. Thus, the side ribs in these cases may exceed 60° because the side groove angles must exceed 60°. In contrast, the side rib on the “band” feature, which is more widely separated from the side groove, has an angle slightly less than 60°. Hence, the predictions from the macrostep model are also in good qualitative agreement with observations of side ribs and side grooves.

Growth of P1b, P1c, P1d, P2a, and P2b Snow Crystals. It is straightforward to apply the model to various branch forms. The difference in growth mode between stellar (P1d) or broad-branch (P1c) and sector plate (P1b) is shown in Figure 7a,b. The stellar branch in Figure 7a is the result of a numerical calculation described in the appendix. It shows how repeated macrostep formation and growth by step nucleation produces a narrow branch. A broad-branch crystal is similar to a stellar, but successive side ribs have larger spacings and the branch width is wider due to the slower rate of step nucleation. As the nucleation rate is decreased ever lower, a low enough step-nucleation rate will be reached so that no macrosteps form on the leading faces. The resulting form is a sector plate (Figure 7b). Each branch widens as it grows, but the widening rate is limited by the closeness of the adjacent branch. Because of this closeness, the side region \( E \) becomes noncrystallographic with only a short region near the side vertex \( CD \) remaining as a flat side face.

Because no macrosteps form on the leading faces in this case, each branch has a single pair of side ribs. Because of the adjacent branch, the side rib angle from the main rib cannot continuously exceed 30° on large crystals. This is consistent with the range of angles from about 27° to 34° on the sector plate in Figure 2b.

A practically limitless number of branch features can arise when the conditions vary. In Figure 7c, the branch grows like the narrow branch in Figure 7a until time \( t_1 \), then the environment changes to slower-growth conditions, and the macrostep formation temporarily ceases, thus allowing the crystal tip to widen at \( t_2 \). If the environment changes back to the original (slightly faster) growth condition at \( t_3 \), a leading-face macrostep will form, thus creating the side vertex \( C \) and inside corner \( CDE \). The widening and narrowing has left a slightly wider “band” in the middle of the branch. The process can be repeated if the crystal passes through more environmental fluctuations, leading to a bumpy branch-side. The band resembles a “proto-sidebranch”, and some researchers have called inside corners such as \( CDE \) a sidebranch, but it is not a sidebranch because new side faces at 60° to the old side faces never
developed. Many crystal photomicrographs show branches or sidebranches with one or more such bands (e.g., point \text{i} in Figure 1, several in Figure 6, and 89:3:2, 141:1:2, 141:2:2 in BH). If the environment for the branch in Figure 7c remained in the slow-growth conditions, the tip would continue to widen as it does at times \(t_2\) to \(t_3\) in Figure 7d. This is similar to the wide tip on the crystal in Figure 1. In Figure 7d, the side faces continue to grow outward, and at \(t_4\) a new prism face \(DE\) develops at the base. In ML, this growth form is called P2a or “stellar with plate at ends”. A P2a crystal like this can form when the tip region is relatively isolated from the other branches and sidebranches. But when the plates at the end are wide enough that they strongly compete with the adjacent branch for vapor or compete with sidebranches near the tip for vapor, face \(DE\) does not develop, and so this lower side region remains noncrystallographic. Such a region is marked \(b\) in Figure 1. These growth forms are P2b (“stellar with sectorlike ends”) and P2d (“dendrite with sectorlike ends”), respectively.

In addition to the branch width changes, the branch thickness should also adjust to the conditions. For example, when a plate forms at the tip as in Figure 7d, the tip region should also thicken on the backside, and it may even develop into a second basal face. The latter feature was called a “double sheet” by Nakaya, and even the crystal in Figure 2a seems to show some basal face regions on the backside.

**Rounded Branch Tips.** Branch tips do not always have clearly discerned faces. At ambient temperatures near \(-14^\circ\)C in a water-drop cloud, the branch tips appear completely rounded except for the leading vertex (e.g., Figure 8). Such a distinct change of shape raises a few questions: Do small prism faces exist on the rounded tips? Is there an abrupt transition between vicinal and round tips? We address these questions in turn.

The question about the existence of leading prism faces on rounded tips might not be definitely answered for a long time; nevertheless, several arguments indicate that the branch tip grows as if it had leading prism faces. One, the mechanism described here for the formation of the main rib required prism faces, and the crystal in Figure 8 and other “round tip” crystals show a main rib. Thus, the observed ribs indicate leading prism faces. This argument presumes that no other plausible mechanism exists for rib formation that would also apply to branch tips without leading faces. One cannot rule out that such a mechanism will not be found; however, if such a mechanism existed, then one would expect melt-grown ice dendrites, which have no prism faces, to have a main rib like that on a round-tip snow crystal. But they have no such ribs. Two, the inferred surface supersaturation of about 0.005 at the tip, based on the measured growth rate at \(-14.4^\circ\)C,
slightly exceeds the measured $\alpha_{cr}$ value of about 0.004 on the prism face, in good agreement with the modeled growth of a snow crystal at this temperature with leading prism faces.\textsuperscript{28} As the last supporting argument, a plausible mechanism by which the tips would completely round has not yet emerged. Two obvious choices, kinetic roughening and vapor–liquid–solid growth, have the disadvantage that they would require surface supersaturations $\sigma_{ss}$ that are about 40 and 30 times greater, respectively, than the estimated value.\textsuperscript{28} Thus, these established “rounding” processes are unlikely to occur; and if they do not occur, it is natural to postulate that the prism faces continually become narrower as the growth rate increases but nevertheless continue to exist.

Such a process of continual face narrowing is a natural extension of the inverse relation between growth rate and branch width described previously. Moreover, a similar process has been observed in experiments on NH$_2$Br (a cubic crystal) branches growing from solution. In the experiments, Maurer et al.\textsuperscript{57} measured a change from fully vicinal branch tips to fully rounded ones as the growth speed increased. But directly measuring the face area when the tip rounded was difficult, so they used an indirect method that involved fitting a parabola to the tip region and measuring the deviation between the leading vertex and the parabola tip. The results indicated that the faces never completely vanished; rather, the face area slowly shrank and became indistinguishable as the growth rate increased. Use of their method on the tips of the lower sidebranch and branch in Figure 8 resulted in deviations from a parabola of about 7 $\mu$m for both cases. As this is roughly the image resolution, the result is inconclusive; however, if better image resolution is achieved, their method may help determine whether leading prism faces exist on the rounded tips of snow crystals. Presently, we only know that the tips grow as if they had prism faces.

**Vanishing of Side Vertices.** Despite the uncertainty about their leading prism faces, rounded tips such as the one in Figure 8 clearly do not have side vertices. This is consistent with the branches in a 2-D simulation of branch growth.\textsuperscript{5} However, those simulations did not produce side vertices under any conditions,\textsuperscript{5} which suggests that the large vapor sink of the backside of real 3-D crystals might be needed for side vertices to form. A mechanism through which this vapor sink affects the side vertices is described here.

Although the $\alpha$-contours, growth rate, and branch size are all closely linked, it is helpful to imagine adjusting the branch width and $\alpha$-contours independently. For example, in Figure 5, C is a local $\alpha_{s}$-maximum. However, if the branch width is decreased, the vapor sink becomes weaker; at a small enough width, the local $\alpha_{s}$-maximum at C may vanish, thus making the side vertex a $\alpha_{s}$-minimum. If an SCR forms, it will form at this vertex, effectively removing the side vertex. In this case, there is no macrostep on the leading face, so a new side vertex cannot form during growth. Instead, the SCR position may move closer to the tip, making the leading faces smaller and harder to distinguish.\textsuperscript{28} Such a change in $\alpha$-contours is made clearer by contrasting two limiting cases: a snow crystal consisting solely of six growing hexagonal plates at the ends of nongrowing branches that are joined at a nongrowing crystal center versus the case of six nongrowing branches on a growing central hexagonal plate. In the former case, if the six plates are well separated, the contours will be similar to those around isolated plates (i.e., Figure 3a–c) and thus their side vertices will be $\alpha_{s}$-maxima. But in the latter case, the $\alpha$-contours in the crystal plane will look like circles around the crystal center, so the leading faces of the branches will superimpose on circular $\alpha$-contours. A simple drawing of concentric circles around a branched crystal shows that the side vertices would be $\alpha_{s}$-minima in this case. Clearly, the contours around more realistic crystal branches will lie between these two limiting cases. This is examined in more detail next.

Consider the three representative $\alpha$-contours around the crystal branches in Figure 9. In the wide branch of Figure 9a, contour $\alpha_1$ crosses the leading face and side face, thus making $\alpha_{s}$-maxima on the side vertices. This
contour tends to bend around and stay close to the crystal surface because the branch is a large vapor sink. The higher supersaturations \(\sigma_2\) and \(\sigma_3\) are away from the tip and more nearly approximate a circle around the entire crystal. When sidebranches are added, as in Figure 9b, the supersaturation decreases everywhere near the crystal due to the additional vapor sinks, so the contours move out slightly away from the crystal. But contour \(\sigma_1\) moves out more near the sidebranches due to their closeness to these additional vapor sinks (represented by \(A\) and \(h\) in eq 3). Thus, the contours in Figure 9b move away from the tip and bend outward from the crystal. Hence, \(\sigma_2\) on the leading face decreases, but mostly near the side vertex; the \(\sigma_3\)-maximum remains at the side vertex but is weaker due to the sidebranches. For these wide-branch cases, the step profile produces sharp side vertices as drawn in Figure 9e. In contrast, when the branch is narrow, the reduced face areas allow the branch to protrude further into the high supersaturation regions where the contours are more nearly circular. Moreover, a narrowing of the branch brings the side vertex closer to the tip where all \(\sigma\)-contours are locally perpendicular to the branch-growth direction. The net result is that the contours move inward and the \(\sigma_3\)-maximum at the side vertex vanishes (Figure 9c). When step clumping occurs, the step profile in Figure 9e transforms to that in Figure 9f, thus causing the sharp side vertex and side ribs to vanish (dotted line in Figure 9c). Sidebranches on a narrow branch will effectively move the contours away from the crystal but will also tend to flatten them near the tip, just like the case for a wide branch. Hence, the branch in Figure 9d also has a rounded tip even though the sidebranches increased the vapor sink. Once an SCR forms at the side vertex, the vertex region is effectively rough and can continually adjust its shape in response to the \(\sigma\)-contours. In experiments\(^{57,58}\) and phase-field simulations,\(^{12}\) this shape is close to a parabola. Thus, by the arguments here, the change from a completely vicinal tip to a rounded tip when the growth rate increases may result in a nearly parabolic tip in the crystal plane with small, hard to discern leading prism faces near the tip.

**Dendritic Growth: Formation of P1e and P1f Crystals**

**Sidebranching on Vicinal Branch Tips.** Sidebranches, probably the most recognizable feature on snow crystals, are the defining feature of dendritic snow crystals. Early attempts to explain sidebranching include Mason et al.’s suggestion\(^{20}\) that sidebranches sprouted from the side vertices whenever the branch tip grew a certain distance, a process that was argued to be identical to the sprouting of branches. However, their model cannot explain stellar and broad-branch crystals, which do not have sidebranches. The model of Lacmann and Stranski\(^{59}\) is similar to Mason et al.’s except the branching and sidebranching required a supposed “drying out” of a quasi-liquid layer at crystal edges. Since then, dendritic snow crystals have motivated many studies of dendritic growth. Indeed, in just the first five years of the 1990s, over 1000 papers had been published on dendrite formation.\(^{60}\) Hence, one could easily have the mistaken notion that sidebranching on snow crystals is understood. This is mistaken because in contrast to the completely rough surfaces that are assumed in nearly all dendrite studies, the tips of snow crystal branches often have vicinal faces. This is an important distinction, as the sidebranching mechanism on rough crystals relies upon the Mullins-Sekerka instability, a process that applies only to rough surfaces. Clearly, a more appropriate sidebranching theory is needed for snow crystals. In the following, a sidebranching theory is developed that applies to the vicinal branch tips of snow crystals.

Over the last 10 years, various observations have shown that a growth rate increase can produce sidebranches.\(^2^-^4\) An explanation for this finding follows from a reconsideration of Figure 5. For a sidebranch to sprout from vertex \(C\), steps must first nucleate at \(C\) on the leading face and then these steps must cluster into macrosteps. Initially, due to the step train from \(A\), new steps cannot continually nucleate on the leading face at \(C\). However, when a macrostep forms, the steps from \(A\) can no longer reach the old side vertex, now \(E\) (Figure 5d). Thus, steps start nucleating at \(E\). In Figure 5, the steps from \(E\) had a spacing at \(D\) that was not small enough to cluster into a macrostep; however, if the environment changes to a faster growth regime, such a macrostep can form.\(^{61}\) Moreover, if the value of \(\sigma_3\) at \(D\) is low enough for step clumping, there will also be an area on the side face (\(F\)) that has a value of \(\sigma_3\) low enough for step clumping. In this way, macrosteps from the side vertex can form on both adjacent faces, producing a sidebranch.

The above sidebranching process is sketched in Figure 10. After growing under constant conditions until time \(t_2\), the environment changes to a faster-growth regime. Because of the faster-growth condition, a macrostep forms at \(B\), between \(A\) and \(B\) (time \(t_3\)). At first, the sidebranching process stops, but as the growth rate increases, the sidebranching process continues.
of the macrostep may be nonprism and some steps might still propagate from $D'$ towards the side vertex. However, once the macrostep is high enough to partly shield region $D'$ from vapor, then the side vertex $A''$ (which was previously $C$) will be the source of steps on the face below $D$. Provided that the regime has sufficiently fast growth, a second macrostep will form somewhere between $A''$ and the $\sigma_s$-minimum point $B''$ (time $t_d$). At this time, the side rib changes direction because $A''$ is now the step source for both adjacent faces. Thus, the side rib starts growing at 60° from the main rib as shown. (Such a feature is seen at $e$ in Figure 1.) At roughly the same time or earlier, a third macrostep should form on the side face at $D''$ because the supersaturation decreases rapidly along the side face. The net result is that a sidebranch sprouts from the main branch. Also, because the inside corner to the macrostep face at $D'$ is closer to the leading vertex than $B$ (where macrosteps form during constant growth conditions), the process results in a narrower branch above the sidebranch than below. Such a width change is commonly seen in snow crystal images (e.g., $d$ in Figure 1). This width decrease might not always remain because the branch above the sidebranch will subsequently widen more rapidly than that below the sidebranch. Thus, the macrostep model appears capable of explaining sidebranching and related features on dendritic snow crystals.

**Sidebranch Density.** This sidebranching process is made semiquantitative as follows. Referring to Figure 10 and rearranging the violation condition of eq 2, the condition for a macrostep to form between $A''$ and $B''$ is

$$\alpha_s(\sigma_{ss}(A''B''))\alpha_s(A''B'')/\alpha_s(B'') \geq 1 \quad (4)$$

As discussed above, if this condition is met, the same condition is met with $B''$ replaced by some point $D''$ on the side face. Therefore, eq 4 is the sidebranching condition. Also, one can view the left side of eq 4 as a step-clumping indicator because step clumping should form when it equals or exceeds unity.28 This equation will now be used to explain why the sidebranch density is typically greater at higher growth rates. Assume that the surface supersaturations at $A$, $B$, and $C$ in Figure 10 have the fixed ratios of $1:6:3$, respectively, for example, $1.0:0.9:0.95$. We require only that $1 > c > b$ to ensure that the side vertex is a local $\sigma_s$-maximum. As $\alpha_s$ increases rapidly with $\sigma_{ss}$ above the critical supersaturation $\sigma_{cr}$, assume

$$\alpha_s(\sigma_{ss}) = (\sigma_{ss}/\sigma_{cr})^n \quad (5)$$

where $n \gg 1$. Now, consider the situation in which a macrostep is about to form near $A$. From eq 4, if the growth rate increases, the condition for a macrostep in $AB$ is just reached when

$$(\sigma_s(A)/\sigma_{cr})^n(\sigma_s(A)/(b\sigma_s(A))) = 1 \quad (6)$$

where $\sigma_{ss}(AB)$ was set to $\sigma_s(A)$. The question is, if the first macrostep can just form in $AB$, how close is $CB$ to forming the second macrostep at the same point $B$? This is determined using the step-clumping indicator for $C$. Using $\sigma_{ss}(CB) = c\sigma_{ss}(AB)$ and eq 6, this is

$$(\sigma_s(C)/\sigma_{cr})^n(\sigma_s(C)/(b\sigma_s(A))) = c^{n+1} \quad (7)$$

where $\sigma_{ss}(CB)$ was set to $\sigma_s(C)$. This value is closer to 1 for larger values of $c$. Hence, if the step-clumping indicator at $A$ exceeds 1, it would be more likely for the same to hold for the step-clumping indicator at the side vertex when $c$ is large. Qualitatively, we expect $c$ to be larger for narrow branches than for wide branches because narrow branches have higher supersaturations on their leading face, which require lower supersaturation differences on the face. For example, if $c = 0.95$ for narrow branches and $c = 0.90$ for wide branches, then the ratio of their step-clumping indicators exceeds 3:1 when $n = 20$ (ref 62). Thus, narrow branches can sprout sidebranches more readily than wide branches. Or, given the inverse relation between branch width and growth rate, faster-growing crystals can produce sidebranches more readily than slow-growing crystals.

There is another mechanism that is fast-growing snow crystals in the atmosphere can sprout the most sidebranches. In a typical mixed-phase cloud with significant liquid water content, the data in Table 1 show that a given change of temperature $\Delta T$ produces the greatest change in growth rate $\Delta R(A)$ in the fast-growth regime at temperatures near $-14.4 \, ^\circ C$. Therefore, if temperature fluctuations in the atmosphere are independent of temperature, it will be more likely for a relatively large increase of growth rate to occur at temperatures with fast-growing crystals than it will be at other temperatures. In a real cloud, it is likely that both the larger $c$ and larger $\Delta R(A)$ contribute to a high sidebranch density. So, not only do the fast-growing crystals have more macrosteps under constant conditions, which we argued causes them to have narrow branches, but the same crystals are more likely to have macrosteps originating from the side vertex leading to sidebranches. This is consistent with the observed correlation between branch width and sidebranch density,55 in particular, the highly sidebranched fernlike dendrites (P1f) form in the stellar regime where the branches are narrowest and the growth rate highest.

In the laboratory, both temperature changes and supersaturation changes have produced sidebranching. Experiments in refs 4 and 63 show sidebranch formation when the temperature cycles between $-15$ and $-5 \, ^\circ C$, and between $-15$ and $-12 \, ^\circ C$, respectively. But such large values of $\Delta T$ are not needed. In the vertical wind tunnel experiments of Takahashi et al.,1 the temperature of the air stream was kept constant to $\pm 0.4 \, ^\circ C$, yet 1–2 sets of sidebranches formed after 30 min of growth at $-14.4 \, ^\circ C$, whereas no sidebranches formed at other temperatures. However, with conditions constant to $\pm 0.2 \, ^\circ C$ for 10 min, no sidebranches formed. Moreover, temperature fluctuations are not needed; Gonda and Nakahara3 showed that a sudden increase in the ambient supersaturation $\sigma_A$ would induce sidebranching. Thus, the basic requirement is a change in growth rate, as the macrostep model predicts.

**Sidebranch Growth.** Sidebranches have unique features due to their growth in an asymmetric vapor density field. A way to see this is sketched in Figure 11. For example, the growth of $AB$ is governed by $\sigma_s(A)$ because $\sigma_s(B) > \sigma_s(A)$ due to $B$ being further from the vapor sink of the branch than $A$. Initially, when the
sidebranch is small and BC is closer to the branch than it is to the other sidebranch, the growth of BC is governed by \( \sigma_s(C) \) because C is furthest from the branch. For the same reason, growth of CD is also governed by \( \sigma_s(C) \). Therefore, the main vertex of the sidebranch is initially C and the main vertex strictly follows the straight line at 60° to the branch, producing a straight main rib as shown in Figure 11. But the two leading faces CB and CD do not grow into the same vapor densities. As \( \sigma_s(B) \) is initially less than \( \sigma_s(C) \), face BC grows faster than AB, thus making the side rib at B have a direction close to that of the main rib at C. Vertex D is both closer to the branch and closer to the crystal center than C, so D has a lower supersaturation than C and probably also B, and thus face DE hardly advances. The consequences are that initially DE is wider than AB, AB is wider than BC, and BC is wider than CD. This is consistent with nearly all sidebranches in Figure 1 (e.g., j). However, as the sidebranch grows out away from its main branch and nears the sidebranch of the adjacent branch, \( \sigma_s(C) \) decreases, eventually becoming less than \( \sigma_s(B) \). Thus, the main vertex shifts to B, and BC, now determined by \( \sigma_s(B) \), grows faster than CD. This causes the rib from C to veer upward and the main rib from B to parallel the main branch. Point j in Figure 1 shows a similar veering of the main sidebranch rib, presumably due to the changing asymmetries in the vapor density as described above.

**Sidebranching on Rounded Branch Tips.** Experiments on ice crystals growing with rounded branch tips on a substrate found that sidebranches would form only after the growth rate decreased, during which obvious leading faces and side vertices formed, before the growth rate increased. (The growth rate was controlled through the applied supersaturation.) This finding can be understood qualitatively by referring to Figure 12. At time \( t_1 \), the leading face is hard to discern due to both its small size and the absence of side vertices. Then, from \( t_2 \) to \( t_3 \), the growth rate is slower, causing the leading face to increase in size and producing a side vertex. Then, the growth rate increases after \( t_3 \), thus forming macrosteps, first near the main vertex at \( t_4 \), and later at \( t_5 \) from the side vertex. As the new tip grows, it again loses its side vertex. This sequence is remarkably similar to the observations in Figure 5 of ref 3. In this way, the macrostep sidebranching mechanism for vernal tips can be extended to round tips.

In the effectively rough region along the side of the tip, unstable growth due to a local fluctuation, such as a passing drop, could initially promote sidebranching, but the above sidebranching process is expected to remain. The reason is that, even if a bump develops, the tip-most region of the bump will eventually have a prism orientation; once this occurs, the prism face will widen, thus limiting the growth of the bump until a macrostep forms as in the above sidebranching process. Thus, the macrostep sidebranching mechanism would still apply.

In a recent experiment, an applied electric field was used to grow an ice “needle” along an a-axis from a dendrite tip. The needle sprouted, the growth rate increased dramatically, the branch width decreased to about 1 \( \mu \)m, and sidebranching completely ceased. The cause of the high growth rates was explained as an effective increase in the vapor diffusivity, although the lack of sidebranches was not explained. According to the theory proposed here, the lack of sidebranches might be due to a lack of side vertices. Conversely, if...
leading faces and side vertices existed at the tip, the extremely small change in $\sigma_s$ across the face, due to the small width and large vapor diffusivity, may have made it impossible to form the macrosteps needed for sidebranching.

**Branch Symmetry**

It is often stated that the 6-fold symmetry of snow crystals, meaning that each branch has the same length and sidebranch lengths, is a result of each branch growing into the same environmental conditions. This is a necessary condition for symmetry, but it is not sufficient.\(^{71}\) Another required condition is that each face on the branch has the same response to the local conditions. This requirement is automatically fulfilled by the step-nucleation mechanism but not a dislocation-generated step-source mechanism except in the case that the step density is so high that the surface is effectively rough. In addition, the local conditions depend on the face areas and growth rates (e.g., eq 3). The backsides will have about the same response to local conditions because they are effectively rough, but this is not true for the top faces. Branch-to-branch differences in the top face growth rates might cause differences in the local conditions at the branch tips; moreover, the differences in the top face growth rates might lead to differences in the thicknesses of the prism faces. However, the mass uptake of the top faces are small compared to the backsides, so variations in their growth rates should have little influence on the supersaturation at the tip. Also, if one branch has a slightly faster basal growth rate than the others, the adjacent leading faces would hardly increase in thickness for the following reason. The face thickness is controlled by the position of the SCR where the face bounds the backside, and this position is largely controlled by the local conditions, which would hardly change by the previous argument. Thus, the observed branch symmetry partly owes its existence to the dominant vapor sink on the backsides and the step-nucleation mechanism on the prism faces.

**Summary**

Established crystal growth ideas have been used here to develop a macrostep model of branch growth on snow crystals. In this model, when macrosteps form on the prism faces, their position and direction determine the characteristics of various observable crystal features. As such, the causes of distinct growth forms including sector plates, broad-branch crystals, stellars, dendrites, and various mixed forms can now be understood at the level of crystal growth surface processes that respond to specific atmospheric conditions. In particular,

(i) The ribs and grooves, which give each crystal much of its uniqueness, can arise from processes on the leading faces and thus provide important clues about growth on the leading prism faces.

(ii) The noncrystallographic surface areas account for most of the total mass uptake to the crystal.

(iii) The leading faces of branches can generate macrosteps under constant growth conditions that lead to narrow branches without sidebranching. Further analysis suggests that the prism-face growth rate should be inversely related to the branch width, as is observed.

(iv) The side ribs grow at angles of less than 60° to the main rib and change to about 60° when the side vertex becomes the step-source position for both adjacent prism faces. In contrast, the side grooves have angles exceeding 60°.

(v) Branches grow wider at the tip when the growth rate decreases because macrosteps can develop on the side faces without forming on the leading faces.

(vi) A transition from vicinal branch tip to rounded tip may occur on stellar and fernlike dendrites when the side vertices vanish on the narrow branches that form near $-14\,^\circ C$.

(vii) Sidebranches can form on broad-branch crystals, stellars, and dendrites when the growth rate increases sufficiently rapidly due to macrosteps originating from the side vertices. Within limits, the sidebranch density should increase with an increase of the prism-face growth rate.

(viii) The 6-fold symmetry in some branched snow crystals is due to not only uniform environmental conditions but also to the step-nucleation growth mechanism and the dominant vapor sink on the branch backsides.

Several additional comments should also be mentioned here.

A problem that became apparent while writing this paper is the wide variation of meanings for the crystal types “sector plate”, “broad branch”, “stellar”, and “dendrite” in the literature. For example, stellar and broad-branch crystals are often called dendrites, and there is much confusion over the labeling of sectors, broad branches, and stellars. The branch growth processes and interior features, such as those described here, may help to make the existing crystal classification scheme more rigorous.

Meteorological studies of snow crystals have focused on basal and prism faces, although there are reasons that the noncrystallographic regions should also be studied. For example, due to their dominance of the mass uptake, noncrystallographic regions may also have a role in impurity uptake and surface chemical reactions, both topics being important in atmospheric chemistry. Also, the side grooves at the inside corners may promote sidebranch detachment during dendrite evaporation as recent experiments indicate.\(^{66}\) This may help explain some cases of “secondary ice crystal production”, a problem of interest for the development of precipitation.

Finally, I address the near symmetry in habit about the fernlike-dendrite regime in the well-known Nakaya habit diagram. It has been assumed that $\alpha_s(\sigma_m)$ largely controls the growth rate variations, at least over small temperature changes. This means that the branch width should be inversely related to $\alpha_s$. Hence, if there is a peak in $\alpha_s(\sigma_m)$ versus temperature, there should be habits of the same branch width on both sides of the peak temperature. In this way, the symmetry in the habit diagram follows from the observed growth rate peak in the fernlike dendrite regime near $-14\,^\circ C$. Regarding this peak, the fernlike-dendrite regime was found to extend to $-13\,^\circ C$ when the liquid water content
of the cloud increases.\textsuperscript{67} Since \( a_s \sim (\alpha_n\Delta t)^2 \), the peak in growth rate near \(-14^\circ C\), and its extension to \(-13^\circ C\), are expected to be due to a peak in \( \alpha_n/\Delta t \) in this temperature range. This and other predictions from the macrostep model should be tested experimentally. Nevertheless, despite the qualitative and semiquantitative approach, the underlying processes in this model have been justified by the successful predictions of the theory. Thus, with the findings presented here, more detailed numerical studies of snow crystals can be pursued with greater confidence.
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Appendix: Numerical Simulation of Branch Growth

The assumptions and conditions used in the simulation that produced Figure 7a are as follows: (1) Supersaturation \( \sigma(x) \) depended only on the projected position \( x \) along the branch axis. Its functional form was fit to \( \sigma_0 \) at large \( x \) and the estimated supersaturations\textsuperscript{28} at the tip and the crystal center. (2) The crystal dimension \( d \) at time \( t \) obeyed the empirical function for crystals at \( T = -14.4^\circ C \) from Table 2 of ref 1. (3) The initial branch tip width was 80 \( \mu m \) and a new macrostep formed at a new tip width of 56 \( \mu m \) whenever the branch tip width reached 80 \( \mu m \). (4) The crystal started growing at 600 s with a crystal diameter \( 2d \times 2d = 1361 \mu m \) and \( w = 80 \mu m \). The positions of all vertices were then updated every second for 104 s, after which five sets of macrosteps had formed and grown as shown in Figure 7a. More specifically, the functional form of \( \sigma \) was

\[ \sigma(x) = (\alpha + \alpha x^4)/(b + x^4) \]  

(A1)

where the ambient supersaturation \( \sigma_0 \) is 0.15 (Table 2) and \( \alpha \) and \( b \) were fit to the calculated supersaturations at the tip (\( x = d \)) and a supersaturation at the center (\( x = 0 \)) of 0.2 times that at the tip. The \( \sigma_0 \) value at the tip \( \sigma_{ss} \) was found by fitting the measured growth rate \( dd/dt \) to

\[ dd/dt = 1.15\Omega v N_{eq}n_{ss}^2\sigma_{ss}/4 \]  

(A2)

where the volume per molecule in ice \( \Omega \) is \( 3.26 \times 10^{-28} \) \( \text{m}^3 \), the mean speed of a vapor molecule \( v \) is 551 m s\(^{-1}\), the equilibrium vapor density \( N_{eq} \) is 4.89 \( \times 10^{22} \) \( \text{m}^{-3} \), and the factor 1.15 (i.e., \( 2/3^{1/2} \)) is due to the difference in orientation between the branch axis and the leading faces. The \( \alpha \) function is that for step nucleation from the derivation\textsuperscript{66} in eqs A3 and A5 of ref 28. In the latter equation, \( \chi_4 \) and the face dimension were both set to 1 \( \mu m \) and the critical supersaturation \( \sigma_{ss} \) was set to 0.004.

The rates of growth at the vertices were updated every second using a short program in Mathematica 2.2.

As a test of the assumption that growth occurs by step nucleation, I repeated the calculation with the \( \alpha \) function appropriate for spiral step growth instead of step nucleation (BCF, with \( \sigma_1 = 0.004 \)). The branch grew very wide, with a rate that was 60% greater than the growth rate of the tip. In contrast, for the step-nucleation case above, the tip grew about 10 times faster than the width. Therefore, it is unlikely that long, narrow branches can grow exclusively by spiral steps.
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